PRO-CELL PRISONER CONTAINMENT SYSTEMS

Our patented Pro-Cell Prisoner Containment Systems are the solution for fleets who need to achieve total prisoner containment during transports. For officer safety and convenience, we offer the latest designs for single and dual prisoner transports in Sedans and SUVs. Economically friendly, each our three Pro-Cell styles comes with all the equipment needed to provide fully contained prisoner transport options.

Pro-Cell Prisoner Containment Features

P1000 - 1/2 cage, Single Prisoner Transport System
Offers a higher level of containment than standard partitioned vehicles by confining the prisoner to only half of the back seat. Our half partition’s versatile design allows full functionality of the driver’s seat along with the convenience of additional storage space behind the officer.

- Half Cage Partition
- Easy to clean and sanitize surfaces
- Single Prisoner Transport

P1500 - Single Prisoner transport system
The unique half partition with full roll bar design creates additional storage space behind the officer’s seat while adding structural integrity to the vehicle.

- Half Cage with Full Roll Bar
- Easy to clean and sanitize surfaces
- Single Prisoner Transport

P1826 - Dual prisoner transport system
Offers the solution to safely transport dual prisoners: male/female, junior/adult, etc. The partition’s versatile design compartmentalizes the back seat to accommodate two prisoners allowing offers maximum efficiency and safety.

- Full Cage with Full Roll Bar
- Dual Prisoner Transport
- Allows for Male/Female, Junior/Adult, Transport

PRO-CELL SYSTEMS FEATURES:

- Half or Full Cage Partition
- Poly Center Divider
- Transport Seat & Floor Pan (Excluding Chevy Tahoe)
- Pair of Window Armor & ABS Door Panels
- Cargo Barrier (SUVs Only) (Poly Window)
- Optional Outboard Seat Belts
- Optional Single or Dual Weapon Mounting
- Patented Airbag Compatible Wings